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Gustavo Banos’ (far right) winning logo design is displayed on the sweaters of the international education department; Dave
Marshall steps back in time with his turn-of-the-century dress, in an ode to Mount Royal’s first president, George Kerby.

Hats off to 100 years
Marshall addresses MRU in centennial speech
by Claire Miglionico
Arts Editor

It’s weather fit for a Monday
morning — foggy, rainy, and
just plain ugly on Sept. 20.
But today isn’t an ugly day
inside Mount Royal University.
Today is a day of new
beginnings and celebrations
of past achievements at
MRU as president Dave
Marshall delivers the one
and only centennial address
that students, staff and
faculty members have been
anticipating since the big “U”
replaced the “C” in MRC.
At 10:10 a.m., the triple
gym located in the university’s
recreation
centre
was
surprisingly empty. Was anyone
going to show up to this speech?

At 10:15, groups of people
started flowing in, filling the
bleachers from top to the very
bottom. Ten minutes later, the
centre seats and bleachers on
the right side of the podium
were almost completely full.
A group of people wearing
sweaters with the centennial
logo prominently displayed
sat centre stage, looking
enthusiastic as can be. They
are the international education
department, here to support
international Mexican student
Gustavo Banos who won last
year’s competition to design the
centennial logo.
Mount
Royal’s
students’
association executives are seen
proudly walking towards their
front-row seats located on the
right side of the stage. An old
sociology
professor
of
mine,
journalism
professors
who
have
taught me
over
the
past
few
years and
a few other
professors
are
in
various
seats across
the
gym.
Older
ladies and

gentlemen — perhaps alumni
— and present students are
also in attendance. One elderly
couple, Ester Laidlaw and her
husband, were particularly
excited to celebrate the
centennial
with
Marshall.
Laidlaw’s husband was an
engineering student at Mount
Royal in the 1950s.
The
MRU
community
has finally gathered to hear
Marshall’s speech of the century.
A flashback video, voicedover by Marshall himself, kicks
off the celebration. It depicts
Mount Royal’s first students,
and George W. Kerby, the
school’s first president — or
principal as he was called
in 1911 — and the school’s
evolution through the years, up
to the present day.
To everyone’s amusement,
Marshall bursts on the stage
from behind the curtains
wearing a black top hat,
ancient-looking spectacles and
an evening coat, impersonating
his predecessor, Dr. George W.
Kerby.
“Dr. Marshall and I talk all
the time. We get together for
tea,” Marshall said, embodying
Kerby to the fullest.
Later, in a post-speech
interview, Marshall explained
his choice to perform as Kerby.
“People kept on coming up
to me and saying, ‘You know, if
you had different glasses and

did your hair [differently] you’d
look a lot like him,’ so I thought
I’d have some fun today.”
Switching personas, Marshall
added, “What Dr. Marshall and
I really want to talk about today
is Mount Royal’s centennial
year and the opportunities this
provides us to celebrate Mount
Royal’s future.”
He started his speech off by
praising Banos for his centennial
logo ¬design — Banos is
consequently cheered by the
crowd — and then Marshall goes
on to list the centennial events
happening around campus,
including the planting of 100
trees on campus, the Legacy
of Ideas speaker series, the
tasting of the Royal 100 beer in
collaboration with Wild Rose
Brewery, and the $25-million
centennial campaign that raises
funds for scholarships and funds
for MRU.
Circa 1911, there were exactly
179 students attending Mount
Royal. Now, 13,000 students
pursue
degree
programs,
along with 30,000 students in
continuing education programs.
“(Mount Royal) started with
five faculty (members) and
within a year or two we were
up to the lofty number of 15
by 1915. Today we are close to
400,” Marshall said.
“This is a celebration of our
students — past and present,”
Marshall concluded.

BRIEFS

H

ungry students
living in residence
no longer have to worry
about grocery bags
breaking and food
rolling in all directions
as they walk home from
the store. The Student
Outreach and Safewalk
centre is running a
free shuttle bus from
both the east and west
residences to Superstore
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The bus will next head
out on Sept. 23 and
Oct. 7.

M

onty the Gnome
may need a
vacation to recover from
his summer vacation.
One hundred versions
of Monty were handed
out to students before
school let out for the
summer, and over the
course of four months,
the gnome traveled to
places as far away as the
Czech Republic, China
and Peru. He also saw
places a little closer
to home, including
Windermere, B.C., North
Bay, Ont., and Chicago,
Ill. Photos of his travels
can be found on the
centennial website at
www.mtroyal.ca/100/
Galleries/.
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Budget cuts mean fewer
first-year classes
Less funding stokes competition for entry
by Miriam Ostermann
The Reflector

Photo illustration by Zoey Duncan

Calgary goes to the polls on Oct. 18.

Mayoral pool
still plenty deep
High number of candidates makes
forums tough
by Devin Ayotte
The Reflector

Fifteen candidates are vying for the mayoral post that
Dave Bronconnier is vacating
next month, but Mount Royal
University political science professor Duane Bratt said it will
be business as usual at the civic
polls on Oct. 18, despite the high
number of candidates.
The reason for the high number
of candidates, Bratt said, is timing.
“The reason you have so many
people running is that it’s an
open seat,” he said. “Incumbents
have a tremendous advantage.”
The 2007 election is a casein-point:
then-incumbent
Bronconnier ran in a field of only
nine other mayoral candidates,
taking 61 per cent of the vote —
more than three times that of
Alnoor Kassam, his nearest competitor. Kassam, who spent over a
million dollars of his own money
in that election, pulled out of this
year’s race on Sept. 17 to throw
his support behind former CTV
News anchor Barb Higgins.
Although the surge in the
number of candidates is routine,
as in Bronconnier’s 2001 defeat
of 17 competitors for incumbent
Al Duerr’s seat, the sheer number of candidates is not without
its consequences.
“It’s going to make it very difficult to run proper forums,”
Bratt said. “You’re almost going
to have to remove some of the
candidates. Otherwise, you end
up with 20-second answers (to
questions put to candidates).”
As far as the quality of candi-

Civic
speed-date
event
moved

dates in a larger pool is concerned, however, Bratt said he
was optimistic.
“I’d say there are about seven
or eight serious candidates, but
they are not all equal in money
or support.”
Bratt rejected the idea that an
excess of candidates will siphon
votes away from serious contenders.
“There are what I call tierone candidates, tier-two candidates… a couple sort of ‘singleissue’ candidates, and finally,
there are a couple people who
run every year and they get
about 50 votes.”
Mount Royal nursing students Ashley Chernoff and Carrie
Campbell are equally unfazed by
the numbers or their potential effect on the outcome of the election.
“If you want a qualified person,
you will vote for a qualified person,”
Chernoff said. “I don’t think it would
matter how many (candidates).”
“I think 17 is a relatively
low number considering any
Joe Blow can run for mayor,”
Campbell added, referring to
the amount of candidates before
nomination papers were filed.
“I’ve seen a lot of election posters, but no names have stuck.”
The City of Calgary will be
mailing out information including the names of candidates
for the mayor, aldermanic and
school board trustee positions
as well as the locations of voting stations in the first week of
October. The general election is
Oct. 18, and advance polls will
be at Mount Royal on Oct. 6 and
12, between 12 p.m. and 7 p.m.

by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

If politics were a potential
suitor, it would be a stand-up
sort of fellow — the kind who
lets you know that plans have
changed.
An
on-campus
mayoral
candidate
event,
where
students will be able to interact
with candidates in a speed-

Post-secondary
institutions
across the province had to bite
the bullet when the Alberta government, faced with a $4.7-billion deficit, announced a freeze
on funding. For Mount Royal
University, the freeze came at the
expense of first-year students.
After years of steady increases
to its provincially funded budget, a budget freeze meant the
university had to reduce the
number of first-year students in
degree programs, and as a result turned away more students
than last year.
The loss of the previously expected six per cent increase to
the 2010 budget left the institution with the same amount
of grants as last year, but not
enough money to proceed with
a long-planned increase in students. A decision needed to be
made between filling classroom
chairs or maintaining quality
education.
Though the university was
able to save money before the
recession, that missing six per
cent combined with inflation
and a budget that’s only sufficient for two years instead of
the required three has required
a balancing act.
“Our goal was to meet the
promises we had made to our
students, to maintain the quality of instruction,” said Donna
Spaulding, special advisor to
the provost and the vice-president academic Robin Fisher.
So we had to reduce the number of first-year students, and if
we hadn’t, I believe the quality

would’ve suffered.
“Mount Royal was expecting
more money for degree programs. We sort of averaged out
enrolment (by) reducing firstyear intake to balance out with
third-years.”
Although the Registrar is still
crunching numbers, Spaulding
said there was an obvious increase in admissions averaging
roughly 1,000 more students
in all programs combined. The
budget freeze affected first-year
students who applied for bachelor’s degree programs in arts,
business administration, communications, nursing and science.
The Alberta government released their $3.2-billion budget
back in the spring with officials
saying institutions had ample
time to prepare.
“When budget 2010 was released, post-secondary institutions knew well ahead of time
that the best scenario would
be that the increase would be
zero. So they knew that this
budget was not going to be increasing due to the overall economic climate,” said Rachel
Bouska,
spokesperson
for
Alberta Advanced Education
and Technology. “We are way
better off than some other jurisdictions...
post-secondary
education is a priority for this
government, which is why there
were no decreases to funding
from last year.”
However,
post-secondary
student groups across the province had higher expectations
and expressed their concerns
and proposals by lobbying the
government. While Bouska said

student proposals and ideas are
appreciated and encouraged,
some, including Robert Jones,
president of the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University, felt their proposals
had not received proper consideration.
“I
think
they already
had
their
plan and I
don’t feel,
personally,
that there
was a whole
bunch
of Robert Jones
wiggle room SAMRU President
for what they were prepared to
do,” Jones said.
“I think it was crisis management at its finest with the government,” he continued. “There
should’ve been more students
able to access Mount Royal,
especially in the first-year programs, but because the government froze funding it basically
left Mount Royal with a tough
choice of flooding seats and reducing the quality, or maintaining the quality of education for
the students that were already
here... it was a really difficult
balancing act.”
While a decision on next
year’s budget is still up in the
air and won’t be released until spring 2011, both Jones and
Bouska said that the freeze is
likely to continue. For students,
it means a higher level of competition and higher GPA standards, especially when many
people’s desire for an upgraded
degree or education was rekindled as a result of the downturn
in the economy.

Rainy-day fund
by Miriam Ostermann
The Reflector

The 2010 budget freeze was not an issue university students across the province were willing to let go easily.
While still working on proposals, students
from 12 post-secondary institutions across
Alberta shed light on a few ideas for the Alberta
government to contemplate.
“We tried to look at creative ways to go about
the issue, one of them was thinking in the long
run, ‘What are we going to do if this were to hap-

dating
setting,
is
now
scheduled
for Oct. 7
from 12:00
p.m.
to
2:30 p.m. in
Meghan Melnyk
Wyckham
VP External
House.
Students will get about 90
seconds to spend with each

pen again in the province”, said Robert Jones,
president of the students’ association. So we’ve
been trying to lobby on the idea of a rainy-day
fund,” said Robert Jones, president of the students’ association.
Money would be deposited into an investment pool that can be accessed in case of another recession. The group — representing over
120,000 students — also asked the government
to consider taking out more debt to fund postsecondary education.
For now, students will continue to promote the
rainy-day fund through lobbying and advocacy.

participating
candidate
—
enough time for one question
and answer.
But if politics were a potential
suitor, it would be legitimate
to admit that it’s also a little
selective.
To best represent Mount Royal
University’s demographic —
where the average student is a
22-year-old female — 20 student
spots will be made available by

faculty nomination only.
“At a lot of these events,
political and otherwise, there
tends to be a lot of males,”
said Meghan Melynk, VP
external of the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University.
“Which isn’t a problem, we
just want a variety that goes
with the demographic of this
school.”
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Big bucks for business
by Bryan Weismiller
The Reflector

Fourth-year
students
in
the bachelor of business
administration
who
have
declared financial services as
their minor may be able to
offset their tuition costs slightly
by applying for scholarships
funded with the TD Bank
Financial Group donation.
Part of the donation will be
put into an endowment fund,
which means that the initial
contribution
will
generate
interest for many years to come.
Universities benefit from this
type of account because they
don’t require the full amount
at once, and more scholarships
can be given out over a longer

period of time.
Marshall said that Mount
Royal’s new status as a
university has affected the
school’s
relationship
with
private sector donors.
“It
does
change
the
relationship now, especially with
places like banks, but they’ve
been absolutely wonderful,”
he said. “They’ve accepted us
fully into the ‘university club.’
Our challenge now is not to be
in the club, but to cement our
reputation as that very different
university in the club.”
Frank
McKenna,
deputy
chairman for TD, said that the
donation was “validation and

recognition of the fact that
Mount Royal is now a legitimate,
mainstream university.”
“It’s just a different dynamic
now, funding a university
degree in business. We were
supportive of them before.
We used many of the students
before, but now there’s a new
status here. We want to be part
of their growth.”
Marshall is part of Changing
the Face of Education, a
centennial fundraising campaign.
The campaign is MRU’s largest,
“Over the next year we’ll be
really active in the community
to follow up from this particular
event,” said Marshall.

Isn’t it nice when the bank
gives you money? No, a bank
error wasn’t made in Mount
Royal University’s favour, and
unlike recipients of the stingy
Monopoly card, the school
received significantly more
than $200 from the proverbial
Community Chest.
A large crowd gathered in the
Bissett School of Business on
Sept. 14 as the TD Bank Financial
Group presented MRU with a
cheque for $500,000. It was the
largest donation from a financial
institution that Mount Royal has
received since being named a
university last September.
“One hundred years ago
Mount Royal started as a small,
private Methodist college. It
funded a lot of its programs
with a collection plate,”
said Mount Royal University
president
Dave
Marshall,
addressing the crowd.
“We’re coming full circle
at Mount Royal. Now we’re
recognized as being the truly
outstanding institution that
we wanted to be, the one
that guarantees our students’
success with partnership from
the private sector.”
According to a Statistics
Canada report released in midPhoto by Bryan Weismiller
September, the average yearly The ceremonial larger-than-life cheque is presented to Dave Marshall, left, and Bissett School of
cost of tuition is around $5,318. Business graduate Mario Chao, centre, by TD deputy chair Frank McKenna.

Student execs
setting goals
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

Most Mount Royal students
are still shifting back into school
mode, but members of the students’ association’s executive
council are already eyeing their
goals for this year.
Although each exec has missions specific to his or her job
description, all of students’
council will be helping Robert
Jones, president of the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University, organize town hall
meetings for later this year.
“I think it’s important because
we need to engage the membership throughout the year,” Jones
said. “I think any association
should try for constant communication with the membership
and have a more fluid conversation about issues.”
His to-do list also includes
making the SAMRU election
policy more accessible so that
it’s easier for students to run, as
well as clarifying roles for students’ council members.
“There’s been some confusion
in previous years about what expectations are, so I would like to
put that one to bed this year,” he
said. “(Then) people know what
they’re doing right away and
students’ council can be effective as quickly as possible.”
Anna Piltingsrud, VP academ-

ic, has one project that’s coming
along nicely; the other, a textbook loan program, is still in its
preliminary stages.
If she succeeds with the cocurricular record, it would be
the official documentation of a
student’s participation in sanctioned extra-curricular activities
and clubs at MRU.
“I think it’s really important
because having a really high
GPA doesn’t cut it anymore,” she
said. “Having those (other) activities make for a well-rounded
education.”
In an email, Eily Sweeney, VP
student life, said she’ll continue to
work towards issues in sustainability and transportation, as well as
building the campus community.
While Sweeney works within
the MRU community, Meghan
Melynk, VP external, tries to
link Mount Royal to the rest of
the outside community.
In addition to meeting with
government officials at all levels
and sitting on various committees, Melynk is working on stronger relations with both media students and outside media outlets.
“I’m making connections
with the outside (media), like
the Herald and the Sun, making sure that if there’s a postsecondary story there, they’re
coming to us as well as the
(University of Calgary), if not us
first,” she said.

WEB EXTRAS
For more coverage of
centennial events this year,
see our website.
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It’s September, classes are full, people
haven’t dropped out yet and you’re
single, charming and on the prowl. But
between work and a busy schedule,
you’re probably spending most of your
time at school, so clearly that is where
your love search should begin.
HOW TO SCORE A DATE ON CAMPUS SEE PAGE 8
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QUICK
QUIPS

“D

ating is just
awkward
moments and one
person wants more
than the other. It’s
just that constant
strangeness. I think it’s
a very real thing.”
—Jason Schwartzman

“A

ttraction is not
a choice.”
—David DeAngelo

“T

here is no
remedy for love
but to love more.”
—Henry David Thoreau

“E

mployees make
the best dates.
You don’t have to pick
them up and they’re
always tax-deductible.”

—Andy Warhol
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How to score a date on campus
by Nicholas Schreiber
The Reflector

The first step to getting a date
on campus is simply to be on
campus. This is a rather easy task
when you know where to look.
Mount Royal University is not
only a hub of activity for young
people, but a vibrant social
scene with many activities going
on that offer the opportunity to
meet new people.
“There are literally hundreds

Collect the most empties and win cool prizes.
Get started. Visit dontbeatosser.com for contest details.
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File Description: NEWSPAPER AD_WIN

of ways to meet new people
here,” says Janet Miller of
Student Counseling Services.
“Look around at the people in
your classes: make eye contact,
smile,
make
connections.
Help someone out. Volunteer
or join a group on campus.
There are intramural sports
teams, program-specific clubs,
alumni service groups and tons
of opportunities around our
centennial event.”
One of the most popular
student hangouts is the campus
bar, the Liberty Lounge.
Every Tuesday is student
night, which means lots of
students and the potential for a
great party.
The students’ association has
made finding events as easy as
possible for students by posting
a schedule on their website,
SAMRU.ca.
No matter what venue you
choose, confidence is always
your greatest ally.
“Don’t let fear hold you back.
While it might be embarrassing
to ask someone out and have
them turn you down, it is
usually not a fatal experience,”
says Miller.
“If you give in to fear it will
hold you hostage.”
Even
if
you’ve
been
unsuccessful in the past, Miller
reminds us that, “Being single
can be awesome too. A partner
might be something that you
want, but not something that
you need.”
Some students consider the
gym to be a great place to meet
new people, although this isn’t
a sentiment shared by the entire
student population.
“I don’t like the gym,” says
Nicole Saxton, 22.
“I find that half the people go
to work out and the other half
goes for the showy aspect of the
gym.
“Being in school is a really
great way to meet people
though.”
The best advice is to stick to
social functions, if only to avoid
getting a bad reputation.
Bad dates can certainly
lead to awkward moments
on campus. Miller suggests
avoiding movies and bars
where conversation can be
difficult, and where you may
run into other friends or expartners, because “this will take
away from the date feeling.”
A good date would be one
that involves time to talk and
get to know one another, but
where there is also “something
else going on.”
Getting a date anywhere, on
or off campus, may be difficult.
No matter what, you will
never get a result if you don’t go
out and give it your best shot.
If you never give up, you’ll
eventually be successful. Miller
offers a key point of advice:
“Have a really great set of
friends around you and stay
connected to those friends even
when you begin to date. They
will be the ones who are still
there if it doesn’t work out.”

Get noticed
amongst a sea
of Cougars
by Aaron Chatha
Features Editor

GOOD GROOMING
Don’t look like you’re going to
a wedding. It’s ridiculous: you’re
at school, your primary reason
for being here should be to learn
things. But at the same time, don’t
look like you just rolled out of
bed. Take some time in the morning, have a shower, do your hair,
apply your make-up. Don’t wear
shabby clothes; wear something
nice but comfortable. If you’re
unsure, you can’t go wrong with
business casual. You want to look
good when approaching a potential love connection.

BE CONFIDENT,
BE YOURSELF
Asking someone out is a big
deal. But the important thing is to
make eye contact and sound good
about yourself. Ask them out
yourself, don’t ask a friend to do it
for you. You’re in university now.
Be relaxed. Don’t be afraid of
silence. It falls naturally in any
conversation, don’t feel pressed
to talk or every silence becomes
uncomfortable.
You’re someone worth going
out with. If you don’t believe
that, you can’t expect anyone
else to.

BE A FRIEND
It’s intimidating to have a
stranger ask you out. So take the
time to become his or her friend.
A key thing to remember is to introduce yourself early. Sit next
to them in class or go up to them
when it’s over. Talk about what
happened, what you don’t get,
what you found interesting.
You don’t want to be sitting
next to someone in the thirteenth
week still waiting for the opportunity to make an approach.

ASK THEM OUT
ONE-ON-ONE
Don’t ask them out in front
of their friends. And don’t just
blurt it out. Pull them aside,
catch them when their alone,
and engage them in conversation. This will bring down barriers and make a yes more likely.
Slip it into the conversation and
you’re golden. It’s always better
in person — texts and Facebook
may work every now and then,
but they’re awfully impersonal.

DON’T BE AFRAID
It’s entirely possible that he or
she may say no. It’s not that they
don’t like you (OK, maybe it is)
but maybe they don’t believe
you’re compatible. Maybe it’s
true. Just remember to handle
yourself with grace, perhaps ask
if you can still be friends, and
move on. As they say, there are
plenty of other fish in the sea.
And maybe one or two in that
GNED class.
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A new instrument for
your one-man band
by Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

Don’t tell me you’ve never wondered,
even for a second, what a pocket pussy
actually is. The human species has
come up with a plethora of ingenious
and sometimes rather bizarre modes of
getting off but the artificial vagina or
masturbator has to be one of the more
intriguing methods.
My first thought is: why not use your
hand? Well, the pocket pussy is designed
to cause more sensation than the good
old one, two, how do you do. As you
might imagine, there is an incredible
variety of these decoys and, as it turns
out, dudes really like to construct their
own out of… well, whatever might be
lying around, or whatever’s in the fridge,
but more on that later.
The pocket pussy, so named
presumably because it is smaller than
an actual woman who is attached to
her downstairs, is essentially a tube
structure with an opening on both ends
constructed out of pliable, “skin-like”
material. Sounds simple right? Well,
actually, one of the interesting things
I learned in researching this rubber
phenomenon is that apparently many
toy designers have a rather odd take on
what the almighty vulva looks like, and
perhaps realism isn’t exactly the point.
Some models look essentially like a
small flesh-coloured hill with a pink
oyster on it, because apparently in terms
of fantasy, men like the look of lipstick
on lips of all sorts. Some have a bit of

leg attached and some look nothing
like the real thing at all, but more like a
translucent hunk of plastic with a handy
grip, ribbed for his pleasure. If you’ve
ever wanted to play porn star you can
literally stick it to Jenna Jameson’s
holiest of holes because it’s been
immortalized in a real mould. Some have
a bush and an anus for those who like
to switch it up and keep it real, and as it
turns out, real is all-important.
The material that the toy is constructed
out of should feel as close to the
proverbial hairy taco as possible. Known
as “Cyberskin,” among other nicknames,
the material that the higher-end pocket
pussies are made of is a plastic that is
explicitly designed to mimic the vaginal
walls and are sometimes, let’s say,
“enhanced” with studs and other types of
protrusions.
These models may include vibrators
and can be heated as well. For all of you
who are heading to the nearest adult toy
store as soon as you’re finished reading
this, pick up a water-based lubricant to
avoid damaging the most reasonable
girlfriend you’ve ever had.
In conducting my research I quickly
realized that many, many guys are pretty
frugal, or perhaps have way too much
free time because it is very popular to
invent a makeshift rubber vag out of
various household items like toilet paper
with the roll removed, various fruits
with holes carved into them or a boiled
cucumber with the contents scooped out.
Yep. So on that note I’ll leave you with
this quote from Wikipedia:
“In prison slang, a ‘fifi’ refers to an
artificial vagina made by rolling a trash
bag or a condom inside of a towel.”
I knew a girl named Fifi once, poor
thing, she really shouldn’t put up with
that.
Photo by Josh Naud

Bob Madge enjoys his prize pint for submitting the winning entry in the
contest to name MRU’s centennial beer. Along with a pint or two, he got a
tour of the brewery and some Wild Rose swag.

Raise a glass to a
century of learning
by Josh Naud
Photo Editor

VAG IN A

BOX

Illustration by Courtenay Davidson

When it comes to designing artificial vaginas, most toy companies seems to
invest in realistic texture, rather than anatomical correctness.

Now that centennial celebrations are
officially in full swing, it’s a fine time to
introduce the latest offering on tap at
the Liberty Lounge. Meet the Wild Rose
Royal 100, brewed in honour of Mount
Royal’s 100th year.
A fine birthday present.
“At Wild Rose, we’re not all about the
simple, yellow bubbly beer, we’re a little
bit more interesting,” said Tina Wolfe,
spokesperson for Wild Rose. “We try to
come with styles that not everyone has
necessarily had before.”
The beer was dry hopped with centennial hops, which is supposed to add
a nice dry finish to the coppery-coloured
brew. It’s on the darker side with a hint
of the roasted, malty kick you’d recognize in a glass of Wild Rose Brown, but
sweet enough to be enjoyed by those
who prefer a lighter brew.

She said the beer was crafted with the
mindset that, “We want as many people
to go to the Liberty and drink as much
beer as they can.”
Nice.
The beer will be in production for at
least a year and perhaps longer, depending on how it sells.
Wolfe said the partnership with MRU
was easy because the institution and the
brewery share some values.
“We’re trying to educate people about
beer, and they’re (MRU) trying to give
people an education for life,” she said.
Ah yes. Drinking and learning.
Common company.
Wild Rose is donating a quarter to
MRU’s scholarship and bursary program
for every pint sold at the Taproom, and
a portion of sales from Co-op liquor
stores, where it will be sold in bottles.
So enjoy a beer, Mount Royal, it’s your
birthday.
And it’s good for your education.
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KOOKY KOOZA

Cirque du Soleil’s most recent show to hit
Calgary, Kooza, is a return to the roots of
traditional circus acts—clowning and incredible
acrobatics.

Reflector tv

What’s that you say, sonny? Moving pictures
once again on the Reflector website? It’s all
true. Web Editor Kevin Rushworth and Features
Editor Aaron Chatha will be hosting a web TV
show where you can find all the latest event
videos from MRU and the city.

Hockey

On Sept. 17, the Men’s Cougars hockey team
took on and came out on top against the SAIT
Trojans with a final score of 5-2 for the home
team. Check out the gallery online.

Aykroyd & Vodka

Dan Aykroyd signed bottles of his new vodka—
in a skull shaped bottle—at the Calgary Co-op
Liquor store on 11th Ave. S.W. on Saturday
September 18. See story and gallery online.
Photo by Eymeric Widlind

Kooza is a delight to all senses, and The Reflector immortalized the visuals thanks to photographer
Eymeric Widling. For more great photos from around town, check out thereflector.ca.

@reflectthis

My God is no genie
by Jesse Hove
Faith Columnist

Have you ever developed a
deep meaningful relationship
with a close friend or family
member through a three-step
process? Have you ever fallen
in love following a pre-planned
mathematical guide to the
sexes? Probably not. Yet, this
is often how we view God. The
distant genie god, who if we rub
his lamp just right will grant
us three wishes and will finally
bring us material happiness like
wealth and social status.
Yet texts from various
religious perspectives argue
that God is not a distant
superstition, but longs for an
intimate encounter with us.
Author and scholar Vamsee
Juluri argues for the Hindu
deities in this way:
“The gods of Hinduism
have never been up there
in some cold palace playing
cruel whimsical games of
fate with us humans. Instead,

they have taken their place
among us. They have let us
call them friend, cousin,
son, mother, teacher and
adore them as such. For it is
only in relationships that we
humans adore, and it is only
in adoration that we learn the
lessons of the gods: to live in
friendship with ourselves and
others.”
When I think about my own
life, this makes sense. The
periods in my life when I have
felt the most fulfilled have not
been when I have had money,
or when I have had a strong
sense of independence, but
when I have fallen in love with
a person or a community.
The Bible also uses relational
metaphors to describe God
and his love. The texts describe
images of marriages, lovers,
and a father who loves his
children unconditionally, but
also disciplines to make them
better people. Unfortunately, in
a society where half of married
people get divorced, and fathers
abandon their children, these
metaphors can be hard to relate
to.
This is one of the reasons
why I love Jesus. Jesus was
forsaken by his father and so

Illustration by Courtenay Davidson

deeply wanted a relationship
with humanity that he suffered
greatly, so that in our suffering
we could relate to him. The
New Testament letter to the
Hebrews describes Jesus as
sharing flesh and blood with his
brothers and sisters so that he
can “help those who are being
tempted” (Hebrews 2).
I think one of the reasons

why we don’t want to think
of God as a person is because
people are difficult to control.
Try manipulating your friends
or family with a cold calculated
formula and see how it works.
Yet we continue with the “do
this and then do that” formula,
expecting God to respond.
The reality is that there
are billions of steps, we don’t

know what the steps are, and
steps are different for all of us.
The sooner we come to this
realization, the sooner we can
more deeply direct our focus on
relationships and communities.
In my opinion, this is the
best way to both show and
experience the love, mercy, and
transformation God has in store
for all of us.
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Bathroom guide: Flush with pride
by Aaron Chatha
& Mayan Freeborn
The Reflector

As students, we’re always asking
ourselves the big questions: What
classes should I take? What will I do
once I graduate? What’s really in that
donair meat? Yuck, why does this
washroom smell like death?

Yep, we’ve all been there.
It’s an awful thing when you gotta go,
but don’t know the best place to go.
There are a lot of washrooms in Mount
Royal University, and while some of
them are top notch, first class “it’s so
clean, am I even allowed to go in there?”
washrooms, there are others that should
be avoided like the plague.
The Reflector is here to help.

One brave man and one courageous
woman dared to enter every washroom
in the school, to let you know the best
and the worst, and put them into a
handy dandy list for you, available
online in its entirety.
We ranked the washrooms by
building, or wing inside the main
building, because washrooms in one
given area are usually cleaned at the

same rate and get the same amount of
foot traffic.
We looked for cleanliness, smell,
amount of toilet paper and overall
appearance. Then we gave them a score
out of 10.
Never make the mistake of entering a
horrible washroom again — in the most
devastating of circumstances, keep this
guide by your side.

Photo by Josh Naud

This toilet, located across from Herb ‘n Market, has long baffled students, faculty and staff. We, too, continue to wonder why it is disintegrating, whether
someone has chewed on it at some point, and why neither it, nor the toilet seats like it, have been replaced.

Women’s Best - Second Floor Wyckham

I gave the upstairs Wyckham House
washrooms a 10 because the overall appearance was pleasing. Yes, the shades of
purple on the walls and matching purple
tiles do add character, the large mirrors,
the roomy space between the counter,
toilets and hand paper towel machine
sparked some excitement.
If I wanted to, I could fling open the
stall door and not hit someone. Not that

I would violently throw the door open,
but it was a very quiet restroom.
I will admit I am attracted to shiny
objects and some peace and quiet when
nature calls if I’m not in a rush. And hey,
let’s face it, I want to fix my makeup after I wash my hands. The downfall —
it’s a ways away from the action unless
you’re working for SAMRU or studying
up there.

Women’s Worst - First Floor Wyckham
It’s a different story downstairs.
Wyckham House is one of the most populated areas of the school, not just by
students and those in the Liberty Lounge
but also by visitors, staff and instructors
grabbing lunch and the high school students who wander over. The washroom
is unpleasant. Although it is large and
can accommodate many people at once,
that doesn’t make up for the toilet paper, standing water and occasional tampon on the floor. The water all over the

counters, and the lack of toilet paper on
a busy day and the smell may turn others
away.
In my experience in four years at
Mount Royal University, I have not seen
many women wanting to touch the door
on their way out. As turned off as I was
and still am, not to mention the lack of
tranquility, beauty and quiet, I understand why the washroom has made such
a low ranking on my scale: it’s a terribly
busy washroom.

Men’s Best - EC Building

EC may be across the street, but the toilets and urinals might as well be made of
gold. It’s virtually private; not many people are ever in these washrooms. Because
of that, the whole place is clean. The toilet seats are white, all the faucets work
and the mirrors are clean, so you can admire yourself as you should be admired
— not with soap stains marring your per-

fect complexion. And there are two types
of flushing! A soft flush and a strong flush
— such luxuries I would never expect to
see in school. So you can go to one of the
other washrooms, they’re nice enough
for a student.
Or you can make the trek across the
street to the EC building and feel like a
king.

Men’s Worst - First Floor Wyckham
It makes sense that this washroom
makes the lowest spot on the list. It gets
an insane amount of foot traffic — usually right after someone has eaten and
their lunch isn’t sitting quite right. It’s
also the first refuge for the late night
drinking crowd. I’m sure a late night visit
to these toilets has on occasion left the
floor barely visible under layers of puke.
Even during the day, sitting or standing in there, under the drone of the fans

and yellow light, wondering how old
that stench is and what its origin could
be, admiring the scratches in the mirror
or on the walls — all the while trying to
hurry up, because that door is flinging
wide open all the time and half the food
court can peer inside.
It’s like staring into the maw of evil and
despair — you may survive the ordeal,
but not without giving up a piece of your
soul.
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KOOZA!
Cirque takes traditional circus to new heights

by Kevin Rushworth
Web Editor

From the very moment the
character of the Trickster — a
devilishly impish individual
— leapt from the jack-in-thebox to start the Cirque du
Soleil festivities, the crowd’s
electricity
hummed
and
sparked.
Those who attended the
packed show knew they were in
for an astounding extravaganza
that only the famed circus
could deliver.
Kooza,
the
latest
internationally
renowned
Cirque show to roll into
Calgary,
is
all
about a return
to
the
circus
tradition.
To the audience’s delight,
bumbling
clowns—
everybody’s
favourite
fools—
and jaw-

dropping, gravity-defying acrobatics made up much of the
show.
A boy, garbed in striped
clothes, known as The Innocent
is only one of many characters
who come to life on stage. Mere
seconds before The Trickster
appears, the young boy is seen
flying his kite.
As naive as they come,
he is totally unaware of his
own world but comes to gain
knowledge and insight in the
world of Kooza. The name
Kooza comes from the Sanskrit
word “koza” which means
chest.
The Innocent is drawn into a
chest on stage where he finds
himself in a carnival world
created by The Trickster who
pulls all the strings.
Once in the realm, both the
audience and The Innocent
are treated to a cast of weird,
wacky and just plain wonderful
characters, including the king
of the clowns and his comical
henchmen.
Whether the acrobats are
dancing, balancing on balls,
or showing the true peak of

human fitness and physique,
the show flowed effortlessly
from scene to scene.
The costumes of Kooza are
a whirlwind of colours and
spectacle—nothing short of a
kaleidoscope for the eyes. With
a combination of 175 costumes
and 160 hats, every character
is individual and strikingly
beautiful in their own way.
Lighting and audio worked
hand-in-hand in order to
create a seamless world in
which audience members were
honoured guests.
Pounding drums, soaring
live vocals and a perfectly
meshed combination of African
Jazz and sounds from the east
brought us into the world of the
original carnival.
Twenty-three feet up in the
air, a muscle-bound acrobat
balances seemingly effortless
on a stack of chairs. Tightrope
walkers — a crowd favourite
and a heart-stopper — step and
leap carefully over each other
back onto the rope.
In a surprise turn of events,
Mayor Dave Bronconnier was
pulled onto the stage by a

character known as the
Pickpocket
—
a
master
scam artist. Unaware of the
Pickpocket’s
fast
hands,
Bronconnier
soon
found
himself without a tie or a
watch.
While weird, yet strangely
human characters live within
this realm, it is the stunts and
the acrobatics themselves that
complete the wondrous world
of Kooza.
Under the big top — or the
Grand Chapiteau — we have to
suspend our thoughts of what
our human body is capable of.
It is a place where magic rules,
where adults become kids
again, and where the power of
the human body is king.
Kooza runs until October 24
under the Big Top at Stampede
Park.

ARTS EDITOR:
Claire Miglionico
artseditor@TheReflector.ca
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HOT
SPOTS

E

verybody is entitled to a bit of
warmth before winter,
so get toasty with
Hot Hot Heat and Hey
Rosetta! at the Republik on Sept. 29. Want
to win tickets? Tweet
us @reflectthis to be
entered in a draw.

G

irl Talk is going to
bring down the
house — Wyckham
House, to be specific
— on Oct. 2 when he
comes to campus as
part of the Legacy of
Ideas centennial event.

A

lberta Theatre
Projects is full of
woman power with its
production of Margaret Atwood’s Penelopiad. The play is based
on Homer’s The Odyssey, but as told by Odysseus’ wife Penelope.
The play, which stars
11 women, runs Sept.
21-Oct. 9.

D

Photo by Eymeric Widling

Check out more photos of Kooza online:
www.thereflector.ca

amn, K’naan has
been having
trouble keeping up his
morale on tour, according to his tweets
in September. Here’s
hoping he’s feeling like
himself when he hits
Mac Hall on Sept. 27.
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WMOB-9733 Wind Print Ads • Student Exclusive_Calgary • 10 inches x 15 inches

Student Exclusive:
$25/month Unlimited
Talk-and-Text or Surfing
for one year.
Parents, BFs, BFFs, and FBFFs: Rejoice.

Offer exclusively for any student with a student card ’til Sept. 30th
at any WIND store, kiosk or dealer. No contracts and absolutely
no hidden fees.
Always Shout
$45/month
NOW

25
month

$

Unlimited

Canada-wide calling from any WIND Zone

Unlimited

Infinite Laptop
$45/month
NOW

Incoming/Outgoing Texts (CA/US) from
any WIND Zone

25

$

month

Call Control

Unlimited

Internet data for
USB data sticks from
any WIND Zone.
Subject to our Fair
Usage Policy.

Caller ID • Missed call alerts • Call forward
Conference calling • Call waiting • Call hold

Enter for the chance to

Pick up your contest
entry card today at
your participating
WIND Mobile store.

WIN $5,000

in our “IT’S UP TO YOU”
Contest†.
What you do with the cash
is completely up to you.

Secondary prize includes 1 of 25 HTC
Maple phones plus one FREE month
of our “Always Shout” plan.

WINDmobile.ca
1-877-WIND-403

† Terms and conditions apply, to learn more go to windmobile.ca. No purchase required. Skill testing question required. Grand Prize value: $5,000. One Grand Prize & 25 Secondary Prizes available to be won in each of Calgary and Edmonton. Must be a resident of Alberta and over the age of majority. See in store for details
and complete rules & regulations. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible entries received. A maximum of 40,000 unique Entry Codes will be available. (20,000 in each of Edmonton and Calgary).

Calgary WIND
Stores

Marlborough Mall

Westbrook Mall

1013 17 Ave. SW

Kensington Village

BLOCKBUSTER®
kiosks

3630 Brentwood Rd. NW

62 Saddletowne Cir NE

380 Canyon Meadows Dr. SE

7740 18 St. E

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY TO ALL CREDITS, OFFERS, AND REBATES. LEARN MORE AT WINDMOBILE.CA. WIND and WIND MOBILE are trademarks of Wind Telecommunicazioni S.p.A. and are used under license in Canada by Globalive Wireless Management Corp. THE POWER OF CONVERSATION is
a trademark of Globalive Wireless Management Corporation. ©2010 WIND Mobile. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. © 2010 Nokia. All rights reserved. BlackBerry®, RIM®, Research In Motion®, SureType®, SurePress™ and related trademarks, names and logos are the property of Research In Motion
Limited and are registered and/or used in the U.S. and countries around the world. All trademarks are property of their respective owners. Portions of this imagery are reproduced from work created and shared by Google according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0. Attribution License. BLOCKBUSTER name,
design and related marks are trademarks of Blockbuster Inc. © 2010 Blockbuster Inc. All rights reserved.
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The play One Flew Over a Cuckoo’s Nest is a depiction of humanity’s confrontation against the expectations of society where the psychiatric ward — the
setting of the story — represents greater society.

Welcome to the Cuckoo’s Nest
Play looks into perils of society by means of psychiatric ward
by Kevin Rushworth
Web Editor

Dark,
looming
shadows
played eerily upon sterilized
white walls as the curtain
rose on Theatre Calgary’s
production of the celebrated
play One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest.
The encompassing themes
were set from the play’s
opening scene; it is fall of
1961. An Aboriginal patient,
Chief Bromden — played with
brilliant insight into humanity
by Bernard Starlight — stands
centre stage in the darkness of a
state mental hospital.
His long, lank hair is splayed
against his face. His opening
monologue — a sorrowful
outlook on how people fall out
the bottom of society’s system
— resonated with our history of

treating mental illness.
As a key member of the
counter-culture movement of
the 1960s, novelist Ken Kesey
— who penned the novel One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
— interviewed patients at a
veterans’ hospital during a study
on the effects of hallucinogenic
drugs such as LSD.
It was his conclusion that
they had become victims of
society. One year after the
book’s publication in 1962,
acclaimed American playwright
Dale Wasserman wrote the
stage adaptation.
Just
as
Kesey
broke
conformity with the Merry
Pranksters
aboard
his
psychedelic bus, the character
of Randle P. McMurphy went
against the ward rules in his
own special way. As stated in
the production, the ward is

KAYAKING
Drop-in for some water fun and practice your kayaking skills at your
own leisure.
Day and time: Saturdays, 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm

Check out mtroyal.ca/recreation for more information. Like us on

nothing more than society in
miniature.
McMurphy — who was
portrayed with pure, raw
emotion by Shaun Smyth in the
Theatre Calgary production
and Jack Nicholson in the film
version — is in a struggle with
society. He is a man standing up
against the society of the world.
In an electrifying metaphor,
patients are subjected to
shock treatment and surgical
operations if they go against the
rules of the ward. McMurphy’s
fight against the system
connects deeply with the
character of Chief Bromden,

who hides his true self in a
vegetative state.
As the nurses and aides slowly
break down the other patients,
Bromden comes out of his shell.
In a gripping, emotional scene,
he spreads his palms out to
the enraptured audience. In a
quiet voice, he tells of his onceproud father who turned to the
bottle after being broken by the
reservation system. Despite his
hulking stature, he in turn also
became “broken.”
On the ward, every small
success is brilliant. With
incredible stage lighting and cast
direction, the scene lives and

breathes as a dynamic asylum
on stage. One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest can be described
as a story of love, humanity,
brotherhood, and redemption.
It is more than a story about
how two men stand up to
society and it was brilliantly
brought to the Theatre Calgary
stage by the cast and crew
involved. My hat goes off
to director, Miles Potter, for
making me happy, making me
sad, and enhancing my belief in
the spirit of humanity.
Audiences can catch One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest at
Theatre Calgary until Oct. 3
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Cut up that vintage tee!
by Claire Miglionico
Arts Editor

Photo byJosh Naud

It was the simple yet perfect
find that inspired Jenna
Etcheverry to create in 2009
her ready to wear women’s
line Madame Wolf: a wolfprinted vintage t-shirt spotted in
Lethbridge’s Value Village.
“It was the first t-shirt I ever
cut up,” said Etcheverry, 25,
during an agreeable meetup at Higher Ground Cafe in
Kensington.
The t-shirt being decidedly
“very southern Alberta” – as
Etcheverry puts it – set her on
the hunt for more wolf tees.
Etcheverry grew up in
Cochrane, AB , and in 2007, she
opted for Lethbridge, AB for a
two year program in fashion
design and merchandising.
Upon graduation, she interned
in Florence, Italy for fashion
house Andrea Rosati where she
recalls her only main challenge
being her lack of knowledge in
the Italian language.
Although Etcheverry is big
into traveling, she said she has
developed a strong attachment
to Calgary.
“I always want to come back
here. It really is an upcoming
city with a lot of passionate
people who are wanting to
learn,” she said of Calgary’s
growing art community.
Alberta Fashion Week – now
only a couple days away – will
reveal Etcheverry’s spring/summer
collection for Madame Wolf.
“When I was going through

names [for my line], I started
playing with animal names,”
she explained.
Additionally,
bands
with
animal-inspired names like
indie-experimental band Grizzly
Bear set the tone in finding
the name representational to
Etcheverry’s ideals.
She eventually settled on
Madame Wolf — the ultimate
rendition to her edgy yet
feminine creations.
“There’s the ‘madame’ and there’s
the wolf in all of us,” she said, further
depicting the character she had
picked out for Madame Wolf.
Etcheverry finds particular
inspiration in looking at fashion
and art blogs and through music.
“Sometimes I listen to
Rihanna and I want to make
the hardest collection ever,” she
said with a laugh.
She said subtle trends that
people may be afraid to play
with also influence her into
manipulating these trends into
something more wearable.
“I also keep the female figure
in mind (because) I think it is
really important to accentuate
different (body) parts (like) the
waist (and) shoulders. Once that
is accentuated, it makes everyone’s
body look good,” she said.
For
her
spring/summer
collection, Etcheverry found
inspiration in Eagles of Death
Metal’s cover of Robert Palmer’s
Addicted to Love.
She defines Madame Wolf’s
style as ‘girly grunge’ and ‘soft
& sexy’ but admits it changes
from collection to collection.

Photos by Claire Miglionico

A street fashion show at the Haultain and First
Street Festival on Sept.12 showed off Madame
Wolf’s attire. From left, a tight-to-the-body outfit
sporting a fur-like vest of the same color, a green
velvet mini-dress at, and a white fringed minidress.

Her spring/summer collection
presents a grunge comeback all
while keeping its girly side alive.
“I like the balance of a very
pretty and grungy girl at the same
time and making it work,” she said.
Etcheverry has gotten a lot
of exposure for Madame Wolf
through Alberta Fashion Week
but said she isn’t sure she is
ready for all the attention yet.
However, the attention has
motivated her into mastering
the business side of the fashion
industry and places it as her
primary goal and focus for the
coming year.
“People want stuff but I don’t
know how to give it to them
yet,” she said.
For now, Etcheverry sits her
racks of clothing at home but
encourages people to e-mail her.
In the past, she has had
successful private shopping
parties where she had two
girlfriends
bar-tend
while
guests shopped around.
Etcheverry said she has total control
over the look and feel she wants to
portray in the Alberta Fashion Week’s
runway shows for Madame Wolf – a
commodity she is looking forward to
accomplish this year.
“[The team at Alberta Fashion
Week really want the best for
you and encourage you to ask
any questions.
“Everyone’s just learning and
it’s nice to go up to them and be
like ‘what should I do with this?’
and ‘how should I approach
that?’ ” she said.
Catch Madame Wolf Sept. 30
at Alberta Fashion Week.
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Indie flick explores slice of local history
by Jessica Melnychuk
& Kaila Sept
The Reflector

The Calgary International
Film Festival (CIFF) has made
its way into town, and one
local filmmaker has proven that
someone entering the industry
doesn’t need a huge budget to
make a splash.
Benjamin Hayden’s Pick is
based on a night of violence
among veteran soldiers in
the basement of Calgary’s
Riverside Hotel in 1916. Rather
than having soldiers depict
the struggles of that night in
the boudoir, Hayden chose to
have ghostly spirits embody
the energy and violence of that
night. The film uses a distinctive
editing technique to transition
between shots, with the black
and white flashes of the exposed
film providing the cuts. Hayden
discovered the technique after
filming had finished.
“Those ‘no good’ frames
turned out to be really visually
interesting, and I couldn’t turn
my back on them,” he said.
Though Hayden has worked
on
productions
before,
both
independently
and
commercially, Pick is the first
film that he considers to be
truly his own. He wore several
different hats in the creation
of the project, from writer

to director to producer to
animator to editor to publicist.
The process began this past
spring, and continued into July
when he began submitting the
piece to various film festivals.
Like many new filmmakers,
Hayden faced a range of
challenges on the path to film
festival success. Since the film’s
storyline is tied specifically to
a certain location in the city,
Hayden was determined to
film in that location. The City
of Calgary initially did not
support that idea, but Hayden
eventually won them over.
“As far as indie goes, no one
is going to have a budget that
is going to be able to pay off
the City of Calgary, who were
not as supportive as I would
have liked them to have been,
especially about a film that
regards the history of Calgary,”
Hayden said. “But regardless
of that, it does speak a lot
about where the film industry
is in Calgary and where indie
filmmakers would like it to be.”
CIFF’s
director
of
programming Trevor Smith
recognizes
that
although
there are setbacks in Alberta’s
film industry, such as tax
credit issues and the influx of
American versus Canadian
productions, it is vital for
local filmmakers not to be
discouraged.
“I’m proud of the talent

Photo courtesy of Benjamin Hayden

Hayden’s short film Pick will show at this year’s Calgary International Film Festival. Pick was
filmed at Calgary’s historic Riverside Hotel and uses some unusual editing techniques.
and work there is to offer in
Alberta,” he said. “Alberta
has had some Oscar-winning
productions
created
here.
People who are passionate and
have thick skin — regardless of
where the industry is — are the
ones who will succeed.”
In response to Alberta
Culture and Community Spirit
minister Lindsay Blackett’s

Winnebago Man revealed
by Sheena Manabat
The Reflector

Ben Steinbauer’s Winnebego Man
follows the documentary filmmaker’s search for Jack Rebney — reallife YouTube star of the viral video
featuring the “Winnebego Man” —
and his subsequent attempt to find
out who the man behind the video
really is.
The viral outtakes video from
1989 documents the hilarious
and profane outbursts of Jack
Rebney during an industrial video promoting Winnebago motor
homes. Circulated through VHS
for over a decade, the clips finally surfaced on YouTube in 2005.
Online, they were viewed by millions who dubbed Rebney “the
angriest man on earth.” Even
Hollywood films referenced the
video. Steinbauer, a fan of the
clips, became intrigued with the
idea of learning how the notoriety of the viral video had affected Rebney.
Having searched everywhere
for Rebney with no leads,
Steinbauer hires a private investigator to locate the elusive
Winnebago Man. He eventually
finds Rebney in a remote area of
California living an ascetic lifestyle, unhappy about the clips.
Who he finds is someone far
more complex but just as angry
and hysterical as the Winnebago
Man of YouTube fame.
Steinbauer gives us a heart-

felt and honest portrayal
of an aging Jack Rebney
and his relationship to
the video and its audience. Rebney’s bitterness
and anger throughout
the film is not only hilarious, but endearing. The
film will have you laughing out loud at Rebney’s
profanity,wit, and sarcastic remarks and will make
you feel frustrated at the
obvious difficulty of filming such a stubborn subject.
More than just a depiction of the life of one man,
the documentary explores the effects of viral
videos on their subjects.
Because they become
notorious, the effect on
Photo courtesy of theplaylist.blogspot.com
their lives can be detrimental. Notably, the film
the viewers of viral videos to be
names the viral video
“The Star Wars Kid” who initial- mindful that the subjects in the
ly filmed himself swinging a golf videos are real people with real
ball retriever around as a weap- feelings and lives that are not
on. The video circulated all over unlike our own.
Definitely a documentary
the web, with people adding
special effects (i.e. light sabers) worth seeing, Winnebago Man
and it soon became an Internet is a film that will not only resophenomenon. As a result, the nate with those who are already
teen from the video sought psy- acquainted with the Winnebago
chiatric care and filed a lawsuit Man clips, but especially with
against the uploaders of the vid- those who possess a good sense
eo because of the harassment he of humor and a love for hilarireceived from it. While viral vid- ous viral videos.
Winnebago Man plays at the
eos may be a continual source
of entertainment, the film begs Uptown Stage & Screen.

recent
comments
about
funding “so much shit,” Hayden
said it is important for those in
the industry not to simply get
mad about it.
“Let (Blackett) prove by
example that we are an industry
that has what it takes.”
Hayden shows what the
Alberta film industry is capable
of with Pick. He hopes to

continue on with his festival
success with his next project,
interpretively titled Sciophobia,
which will be a bookend for Pick.
Pick will be showing at CIFF
as part of the closing gala on
October 3, as well as at the
Fragments Multi-Arts Gala on
Oct. 7 at the Plaza Theatre.
For more information, visit
calgaryfilm.com.

STUDENT SPECIAL

only

Join Today!

399

$

+ tax

1-800-597-1FIT

goodlifefitness.com

*When joining you will be required to pay $399 plus applicable tax. No additional fees are required above the
specified membership fee. Must be 18 years of age or older with a valid student ID. Membership expires 8
months from date of purchase. Limited time offer. Offer valid at participating clubs only. Other conditions may
apply, see club for details.
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
FILM
THE UPTOWN
(612-8 AVE. S.W., 265-0120)
theuptown.com
Sept. 20-30, 2010
Now You Know: Fri. @ 9:00.
Get Low: Fri. & Sat. @ 6:50; Sun. @ 2:40 & 6:50;
Mon. – Thurs. @ 6:50. PG.
The American: Fri. @ 4:40 & 7:00; Sat. & Sun. @
2:30, 4:40, & 7:00; Mon. – Thurs. @ 4:40 & 7:00.
14A—Nudity, sexual content.
The Kids Are All Right: Thurs. @ 4:40 & 9:10; Sat.
& Sun. @ 12:20 & 9:10; Mon. – Thurs. @ 9:10. 18A—
Sexual content.
Winnebago Man: Thurs. @ 6:50 & 9:00; Fri. @ 4:50
& 9:00; Sat. & Sun. @ 12:30, 4:50, & 9:00; Mon. –
Thurs. @ 4:50 & 9:00. 14A—Coarse language.

THEATRE
Ghost River Theatre: Dec. 9-18, One. 403240-7469. www.ghostrivertheatre.com. Joyce
Doolittle Theatre, 2140 Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Theatre Junction: Until Sept. 25, Architecting;
Oct. 13-16, The Ballad of Ricky and Ronny: A Pop
Opera. 403-205-2922. www.theatrejunction.com.
The Grand, 608 – 1 St. SW.
Morpheus Theatre: Dec. 15-19, Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves. 403-216-0808. www.
morpheustheatre.ca. Pumphouse Theatres, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until Nov. 2,
Greased; Nov. 12 – Feb. 6, 2011, night at the
Museum of Rock and Roll. 403-249-7799. www.
jubilations.ca. 1002 – 37 St. SW.
Fire Exit Theatre: Oct. 6-9, This Waking Moment;
Dec. 15-18, 2000 Candles. 403-640-4617. www.
fireexit.ca. Engineered Air Theatre, Epcor Centre,
205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Ground Zero/Hit & Myth Productions: Nov.
4-20, Reasons to be Pretty. 403-221-3708. gzt.com
Studio Theatre, Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9
Ave. SE.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Until Oct. 9, The
Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood; Oct. 19 – Nov. 6,
The Last Dog of War; Nov. 25 – Dec. 30, Seussical.
403-294-7402. www.atplive.com. Martha Cohen
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Vertigo Mystery Theatre: Until Oct. 10, Twelve
Angry Men; Nov. 13 – Dec. 12, The 39 Steps.

403-221-3708. www.vertigotheatre.com. Vertigo
Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Until Oct. 3, One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest; Oct. 19 – Nov. 7, Lost: A Memoir;
Dec. 2-26, A Christmas Carol. 403-294-7440. www.
theatrecalgary.com. Max Bell Theatre, Epcor
Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
U of C, Dept. of Drama: Oct. 26 – Nov. 6, The Liar;
Nov. 30 – Dec. 11, Perfect Pie. 403-210-7576. www.
finearts.ucalgary.ca. University Theatre, U of C.
Lunchbox Theatre: Until Oct. 9, Ways and Means
by Noel Coward; Oct. 18 – Nov. 13, In Flanders
Fields; Nov. 22 – Dec. 18, With Bells On. 403-2654292. www.lunchboxtheatre.com. Lunchbox
Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Broadway Across Canada: Until Sept. 26,
Mamma Mia!; Nov. 2-7, Grease. 403-297-8000.
www.broadwayacrosscanada.ca. Jubilee
Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW
Centre Stage Theatre: Until Sept. 25, My
Favourite Fairy Tales @ Cardel Theatre, 180
Quarry Park Blvd SE; Oct. 13-17, The Astonishing
Adventures of Awesome Girl and Radical Boy @
Motel, Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts, 205
– 8 Ave. SE. 403-208-6736. www.centre-stage.ca.
Various Locations.
The Shakespeare Company: Oct.
21-30, Macbeth. 403-852-2273. www.
shakespearecompany.com. Vertigo Studio
Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Pegasus Performances: Until Sept. 24, Newly
Wed, Surely Dead; Oct. 1, 22, 29, & 30, and Nov.
5, Scary Puter & the Corrupted Hard Drive. 403246-4811. www.greatfun.ca. Deane House, 806 - 9
Ave. SE.
Mob Hit Productions: Nov. 18-20 & 23-27, Based
on a Totally True Story. www.thisisamobhit.com.
Arrata Opera Centre, 1315 – 7 St. SW.
Rogues Theatre: Oct. 27 – Nov. 6, Some Girls.
403-263-0079. www.roguestheatre.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Liffey Players: Sept. 30 – Oct. 9, Doubt: A Parable.
403-263-0079. liffeyplayers.com. Pumphouse
Theatres, 2140 Pumhouse Ave. SW.
Front Row Centre Players: Nov. 5-20, Chess;
Jan. 7-22, The Producers. 403-263-0079.
frontrowcentre.ca Pumphouse Theatres, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Sage Theatre: Sept. 30 – Oct. 9, Blood: A
Scientific Romance; Nov. 24 – Dec. 4, The Blue
Room. 403-263-0079. www.sagetheatre.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Stage West: Until Nov. 7, Tuesdays with Morrie.
403-243-6642. www.stagewestcalgary.com.
Stage West Theatre Restaurant, 727 – 42 Ave. SE.
Knox Centre Theatre Collective: Nov. 12 & 13,
Just Acts Play Festival. 403-269-8382. Knox United
Church, 506 – 4 St. SW.
Loose Moose Theatre Company: Fridays &
Saturdays, Theatresports, Micetro Impro, Gorilla
Theatre, and More or Less; All Oct., Homecoming

samru.ca

2010; Dec. 2-18, Chrismoose Carol. 403-265-5682.
www.loosemoose.com. Crossroads Market, 1235
– 26 Ave. SE.
Downstage: Sept. 23 – Oct. 2, Goodness @ Big
Secret Theatre, Epcor Centre; Nov. 18-27, Uprising
@ Motel, Epcor Centre. 403-294-7459. www.
downstage.ca.

DANCE

U of C Dance Program: Sept. 29-30, Professional
Series featuring Darcy McGehee; Nov. 25-27,
Dance Montage. finearts.ucalgary.ca. University
Theatre, U of C.
Dancers’ Studio West: Oct. 22-23, Prairie Dance
Circuit; Oct. 27-30, Artists in Residence; Nov. 4-6,
Professional Presentation Series #1, Susie Burpee.
403-244-0950. dswlive.ca. Dancers’ Studio West
Theatre, 2007 – 10 Ave. SW.

MUSIC
BD&P World Music Series: Oct. 27, Spanish
Harlem Orchestra with Septeto Nacional Ignacio
Pinero; Nov. 30, Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
with Alash . 403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org. Epcor
Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Carma Acoustic Blues Series: Oct. 22, Paul
Reddick; Nov. 6, Sue Foley & Peter Karp. 403-2998888. epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer Hall, Epcor
Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Stampede Corral: Sept. 26, Arcade Fire with
Calexico; Sept. 27, Slash. 403-777-0000. www.
livenation.com. Calgary Stampede Grounds.
Pengrowth Saddledome: Sept. 29, Disturbed
and Avenged Sevenfold. 403-777-0000. www.
livenation.ca. Calgary Stampede Grounds.
The Gateway Lounge: Sept. 23, Fred Penner; Oct.
7, The Dreadnoughts. 284-8760. www.saitsa.com.
SAIT, 1301 – 16 Ave. NW.
Calgary Pro Musica Society: Oct. 3 & 4, Miro
String Quartet; Nov. 7 & 8, Aspen Chamber
Ensemble. 403-244-8277. www.calgarypromusica.
org. Rozsa CEntre, U of C.
Jack Singer Hall: Oct. 4, An Evening with Gord
Downie and the Country of Miracles. 403-2947455. www.epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer Hall,
Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Calgary Opera: Nov. 20, 24, & 26, Lucia di
Lammermoor by Donizetti. 403-262-7286.
www.jubileeauditorium.com/southern. Jubilee
Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW

Jubilee Auditorium: Sept. 27-29, Johnny
Reid; Sept. 30, The Beach Boys. 403-297-8000.
jubileeauditorium.com/southern. Jubilee
Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW.
The Union at the U of C: Sept. 23, Flaming Lips
Sept. 24-25, Noctic Metal Fest; Sept. 27, K’naan
with Shad; Sept. 28, The Arkells; Sept. 28, Primus
with Portugal; Sept. 29, Tokyo Police Club with
Arkellis. 403-220-6551. su.ucalgary.ca. MacEwan
Hall or Ballroom, U of C.

SPECIAL
EVENTS
Green Fools Theatre: Oct. 30, Halloween Howl.
403-237-9010. www.greenfools.com. Various
locations.
Military Museums: Until June 20, The Navy: A
Century in Art, the first showing of a National
War Museum cross-country tour marking the
Navy’s centenary. Free admission from 9:30 am
to 4:00 pm; Apr. 1 – Aug. 22, Tanks and Tartan:
Soldiers for 100 Years, a display of artifacts,
photographs, and artwork commemorating
the 100th anniversaries of two Calgary reserve
units, The King’s Own Calgary Regiment and
The Calgary Highlanders. 403-240-9723. www.
themilitarymuseums.ca. 4520 Crowchild Trail
SW.

VOLUNTEERS
PLEASE SERVE THE CAUSE! Hull Child and Family
Services needs volunteers to share their story &
raise funds for the kids and families. Call Bethany
at 403- 238-7970.
GHOULS NIGHT OUT! Heritage Park Historical
Village invites you to bring your spontaneous
nature as a ghoulish costumed character for
Ghouls Night Out. Contact Bonnie Pritchard at
bpritchard@heritage.ab.ca
AN ARCHITECT FOR DREAMS! Cerebral Palsy
Association of Alberta requires an architect for
their CPAA LWL Abilities center. Call Marci at 219
3610 or marci@cpalberta.com
SOME FUNDAMENTAL HELP! We Did It! is
currently seeking an active, dedicated, and
experienced Fund Developer to join its growing
team! Call Jennifer at 403-615-0395.
MATTERS OF THE ART! Alexandra Community
Health Centre requires an art class instructor
for an exciting program to end homelessness
in Calgary. Call Bernie at 403-513-7414 or
bmckenzie-brown@thealex.ca

samru.ca

IT’S ALL IN THE FAMILY! Volunteer this season by
being a part of NeighbourLink’s Adopt a family
program. Call LeeAnne for more details at 403538-7314.
SENIORITY MATTERS! Calgary Seniors’ Resource
Society needs volunteers to assist seniors with
their shopping. Call Cheryl at 403-266-6200 or
snider@calgaryseniors.org
A CONSERVATIVE BOARD! Western Sky Land
Trust needs Board Members to help further its
mandate for land conservation. If interested,
please call Tracey at 403-268-4721.
GOING ONCE, GOING TWICE, GOING THRICE!
Room to Read is seeking an Auction Item Valet.
Excellent perks. Call Harold at 403-608-1480 or
harrys_47@yahoo.com
TIME TO HIT THE BOOKS! Calgary Learning
Centre is looking for someone who has library
or administrative experience and is very
comfortable using the computer. Call Laura at
403-686-9300.
A HIP & HAPPENING HANG OUT! Boys and Girls
Clubs of Calgary needs volunteers to come
chill at ‘The Fridge’ during their Teen Dropins on Friday/Saturday nights! Contact Nicky
volunteer@bgcc.ab.ca OR 403- 520-1548
AID THE ALLIANCE! The Alliance to End Violence
is seeking energetic, enthusiastic individuals
to help with events. Call Barb at 403-283-3013
ext 229.
BARN BABY BARN! Heritage Park Historical
Village is providing an excellent team building
opportunity to help finish their new Education
centre(Burn’s Barn). Email bpritchard@heritage.
ab.ca
EVENT FULL OF PLANNING! The Canadian
Mental Health Association needs people to
organize and lead weekly events for clients. Call
Quentin at 403-297-1713.
CULINARY MANAGEMENT! Women’s Centre
needs 2 facilitators to run a community kitchen
for women with disabilities. 3 Fridys, 10-12am.
Call Tanya at 403-264-1155
ON BOARD WITH THE KIDDIES! Variety – The
Children’s Charity of Alberta is looking for a
board of directors to help support children
& organizations who have mental & physical
disabilities. Call Lesley at 403-228-6168.
HARD HATS FOR HUMANITY! Habitat for
Humanity Calgary needs volunteers to help
renovate our new ReStore in NE Calgary. Contact
volunteers@habitatcalgary.ca .
CONSCIOUS CONSUMER? Calgary Compact
needs members to work with various volunteer
teams to implement their objectives and goals.
Email volunteer@calgarycompact.ca.
FUNS AND FUNDS FOR XMAS! AB Chinese
Canadian Friendship Association needs your
help to organize its Christmas Fundraising event.
Email Maggie at info@accfa.ca
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Interpol
Interpol, 2010

Photo by Sarah Kitteringham

NOSIS is a Calgary-based trio that blends metal, rock and blues into their music. Drummer
Jon McLean joined the band after reading a “musicians wanted” ad in FFWD Weekly.

Local boys make a mess
Nosis combines genres in a ‘perfect marriage’
by Sarah Kitteringham
The Reflector

The three men that make up
Calgary act NOSIS are aware
of the stereotypes that threaten
to envelop them. Buzz genres
like metal, rock, and blues all
evoke certain preconceptions
in people’s minds, and you’d be
hard-pressed to name a local act
that melds all three into a movement-inducing mess. Luckily for
them, the amalgamation of the
three has resulted in a unique
sound that makes you dance,
head-bang and fist pump simultaneously.
Composed of guitarist/vocalist Trevor Welsh, bassist/
backing vocalist Robby Bell,
and drummer/backing vocalist
Jon McLean (three “nice young
boys” who “won’t defile your
daughters”), NOSIS is the merger of diverse musical tastes.
When the guys meet up with
The Reflector for an interview
over delicious Club Med sheesha, the members are adorned
in Beastie Boys t-shirts and Red
Hot Chili Peppers tattoos, and
quip constantly about “big balls”
amidst mentions of the Police,
Gordon Lightfoot, Clutch, and
Led Zeppelin.
“A lot of our songs are written
through just jamming and just
hitting on a groove,” says Bell,
who spends up to half a year
in British Columbia tree planting. The bassist helps provide
the meaty foundation of the dynamic trio who has been making

rounds through Calgary since
2004. “It is usually deep, heavy,
loud, somewhat fast — we do
appreciate dynamics. A lot of it
is grooves and as big balls as the
three of us can muster.” Peals of
laughter ring through the highceilinged restaurant.
Given Bell’s job and thus limited time spent in the city, it is
puzzling that the band bothers remaining a cohesive unit.
However, it is this lengthy annual separation that helps them
keep on track and makes their
live performance so powerful.
“It’s like the perfect marriage,”
notes McLean. The percussionist
joined the band on Valentine’s
Day in 2007 (much to the chagrin of an ex-girlfriend) thanks
to FFWD Weekly’s invaluable
‘musicians wanted’ postings. All
of NOSIS’ members converged
this way, and believe that because they only know each
other through the band, the
music remains fresh and exciting. McLean jokes the annual
break is great because “you can
fuck other people whenever you
want to!”
Just as it would be in a strong
marriage, all three musicians
lovingly proclaim they prefer
NOSIS to any of their past or
present projects. Although they
only have one EP under their
belts — the 2008 eight-song
release Wash Me — they have
18 songs in their discography,
including such highlights as
“Pay the Rent,” the abrupt startstop punk jam “Mexico,” and

the blazingly energetic cover of
“The Immigrant Song.” These
have been perfected by the
band’s many performances in
bars, all ages shows, and house
parties — the last of which was
shut down at midnight by the
Calgary police, who informed
them that the noise complaint
came from “two blocks away.”
“It’s like molested metal.
We’ve taken it and made it
our own thing,” says Welsh of
the group’s Clutch/Monster
Magnet/Kyuss amalgamation.
The father of two provides the
deep, growling yelled vocals
and writes the lyrics for NOSIS.
“I like rock better than metal. Metal just sounds so longhaired,” says Bell, “We are pretty bluesy sometimes.” McLean
jumps in, noting that the quietloud dynamics are an essential
piece of the puzzle. “To me it’s
about teasing the audience. You
start out a little bit, you bring it
up, up, up…”
He sighs.
“And it disappears again.”
See Nosis play at the Distillery
on Sept. 25.

WEB EXTRAS
For more music reviews,
check us out online

TheReflector.ca

It has been three years
since the last Interpol record
was released and in that time
fans have waited with bated
breath in anticipation for a
new album, one that promised to go back to basics.
For admirers of Interpol’s
initial flavour, as characterized by 2002’s Turn on the
Bright Lights and perfected
on 2004’s Antics, the possibility of returning to that atmospheric yet edgy post-punk
sound can elicit euphoria.
Unfortunately, Interpol’s
most
recent
self-titled
release falls short of such
high expectations. There
is one thing that the band
succeeds at, however, and
that is remaining relatively
consistent. Interpol presents

Iron Maiden
The Final Frontier, 2010
First things first: where the
hell is the Eddie we’ve grown
to love on this mutha?
I see a mutant zombieesque green creature in outer
space, but not the hatchetwielding-Margaret-Thatchermurdering ghoul that graced
the British septet’s first fourteen albums. However, this
future-esque
streamlined
Eddie fits, as Iron Maiden’s
tunes have grown and
changed alongside their mascot.
Make no mistake: they
remain the same hugely
influential band, melding
galloping guitars and thunderous percussion with the
massive caterwaul of Bruce
Dickinson.
But on The Final Frontier
they’ve tweaked and added
several elements: firstly, the
album opens with tribal percussion and fuzzy chords.
Never has the band opened
with such dissonance, and I
have yet to decide whether

a more subdued version
of the familiar Interpol
repertoire,
remaining
predominantly
slow
in
tempo and smooth in tone.
Paul Banks’ haunting and
moody vocals linger over
low rumbling guitars, which
seem to have stepped aside
to usher in a preference
for piano. The album has
the ability to blend so
flawlessly together that it
almost transforms into mere
background noise — which
isn’t necessarily a bad thing
— but the catchy hooks
and riffs that comprised the
band’s earlier material are
nowhere to be heard.
The first single, “Lights,”
is indeed one of the album’s
highlights and one of the
more upbeat and familiarsounding tracks. The closing song, “The Undoing,” is
perhaps the most surprising
endeavour,
incorporating
Spanish lyrics. Perhaps it
foreshadows Interpol’s musical future and progressing
sound as “The Lighthouse”
clearly did on 2007’s Our Love
to Admire.
— Gabrielle Domanski

that’s a good thing. The lyrics
have become increasingly introspective as the aging band
grapples with the mortality themes that have become
more prevalent since 2003’s
Dance of Death.
The album is the longest
of any Iron Maiden output,
yet unlike its predecessor
(A Matter of Life and Death),
it does not become a meandering bore. Instead, the
disc’s highlight runs for an
incredible four tracks, including “Coming Home,” “The
Alchemist,” “Isle of Avalon,”
and “Starblind,” all of which
are classic Maiden.
Epic progressions provided
by three very technically proficient guitarists, abundant
tom fills amidst splashing and
crashing, groovy bass lines…
need we add more?
Literally no other band can
claim the impressive musical lineage of Iron Maiden.
Unlike many of their colleagues creeping into mediocrity, the band remains relevant and continues to attract
new fans.
Although rumours continue to swirl about whether
this marks their final release
(band leader Steve Harris
says they didn’t design it as
so, but admits things could
change), it would be a triumphant end to an incredible
career.
— Sarah Kitteringham
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city of Calgary
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Coach Tim Kessler trains MMA student Frances Myketyn-Driscoll at Mount Royal University. Bottom right, Myketyn-Driscoll
applies a rear naked choke on Kessler. The CMA wants to ban prize fighting in Canada citing the frequent and severe head
injuries the sport is known for.

MMA advocates take on
Canada’s top docs
Danger of head trauma tops list of worries
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

The gloves are off.
In one corner, the Canadian
Medical
Association:
an
organization of doctors that
“advocates high quality health
care, and provides leadership
and guidance to physicians.”
In the opposite corner:
mixed martial arts (MMA),
a sport rapidly increasing in
participation and popularity
in
this
country,
thanks
primarily
to
organizations
such as the Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC).
MMA is a combat sport
where fighters utilize various
disciplines, such as jiu-jitsu,
boxing, wrestling, judo and
kickboxing to incapacitate their
opponents.
On August 25, delegates
at the CMA’s annual meeting
voted to ask the federal
government to ban
mixed
martial
arts
in
Canada.
Although MMA is legal in seven
provinces, the association is
calling for a ban on the sport,
claiming it puts fighters at risk
of serious head injuries.
In a Sept. 20 phone interview,
CMA president Dr. Jeff Turnbull
said doctors are concerned
over the potential severity and
frequency of head injuries being
suffered by fighters.
“The goal of mixed martial
arts is to disable or harm your
opponent, which can lead to
very serious head injury. As we
now know, head injuries of this
type can lead to dementia,” said
Dr. Turnbull.
The resolution, which was

brought forth at the CMA’s
annual convention by delegates
from British Columbia, only
deals with prize MMA bouts
because amateur events do
not fall under the federal
control. Having said that, Dr.
Turnbull said the CMA is “very
concerned” about any sport
in which there is potential for
severe head injuries.
Dr. Turnbull cited a 1986
resolution
through
which
the CMA attempted to have
professional boxing banned in
Canada.
“Whether it is prize or
underground fighting, our
job as doctors is to speak out
against sports or activites where
Canadians are being harmed,”
he said.
At least one Canadian
professional
MMA
fighter
doesn’t
agree
with
the
CMA’s position. Vancouver’s
Denis Kang, a veteran of
48 professional fights with
organizations such as UFC and
PRIDE, sees “no logic” in a ban.
“It clearly shows the stupidity
of
whatever
government
entity is overseeing our sport,”
said Kang, 34-12-2 in his pro
career. “The suits at the CMA
are obviously looking to pad
their political resumes on the
back of MMA’s recent surge in
popularity.”
Kang questioned the decision
on a number of levels, including
why the CMA only chose to
include prize (professional)
bouts in its decision.
“So-called ‘amateur’ fights
are allowed to happen, but
these barely differ from pro
fights. The only difference is
the removal of elbows and the

lack of purses, so these young
athletes are competing in fullcontact MMA fights for free.”
Kang’s
sentiments
are
echoed by a Calgary-based
MMA conditioning coach. Tim
Kessler of TIKE MMA said that
while doctors with the CMA are
concerned about fighter safety,
recent developments in Ontario
are a positive sign.
Ontario’s
provincial
government recently lifted its
ban of MMA and will allow
professional fights to take
place in that province starting
in 2011, and as a result, there
are rumours the UFC will stage
a card at Toronto’s Rogers
Centre in March, one that could
potentially draw upwards of
50,000 fans, making it the
largest MMA event ever in
North America.
“Ontario was concerned
about fighter
safety. They
wanted
to
make
sure
(MMA) was
properly
governed
and
structured,”
said Kessler.
“Hopefully
this means
MMA
is
starting
to
be seen in a
better light,
and that it
can be done
safely.”
Kessler is
also confused
as to why the
CMA would
choose

to target only prize fighting,
especially with the amount of
underground and unregulated
fights already taking place.
He said promoters staging
underground or unregulated
fights are doing participants
more harm than good. Kessler
said there need to be policies in
place regarding medical testing
and
clearance,
contracts,
training of officials and fighter
experience.
“There needs to be a structure
in place to explain risks to new
fighters,” he said.
Kang, who will next fight
Oct. 30 in Seoul, South Korea,
said in the “unlikely” event that
MMA was banned in Canada,
there would be a decline in
emerging Canadian talent. He
also feels the issue will go away
as “the federal government has
much bigger fish to fry.”

SPORTS EDITOR:
Blaine Meller
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

3,801:

The number of
athletes tested by the
Canadian Centre for
Ethics in Sports (CCES)
between April 2009
and March 2010.

71:

Percent of
athletes
who were sanctioned
by the CCES in the
same time period
failed their drug tests
as a result of marijuana
use.

116:

Number
of CCAA
student athletes tested
during this period.
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Mount Royal teams ready to pounce
Coaches confident heading into 2010-11 season

by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

September means two things at Mount Royal: classes
are back in session and Cougars are on the prowl. Or
soon will be.
With the new school year comes the start of the 201011 Alberta Colleges Athletic Conference (ACAC) season
and the goals and dreams that come alongside. This
issue will take an opening look into the women’s and
men’s hockey and basketball teams with volleyball, soccer, golf and badminton to follow in future issues.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY
After winning the ACAC Championship last season,
there is one obvious question facing the Cougars this
year: What are they planning for an encore?
“We expect to win every year,” said head coach Scott
Rivett.
With only 10 players returning from last season, repeating could be a challenge. Rivett is confident though,
citing a crop of rookies that have looked “impressive”
and a team that wants to continually learn and improve.
“The players know they have to hold themselves accountable, and everybody needs to buy in. They know
they have to push every day in order to improve,” he
said.
The current version of the Cougars, according to
Rivett, will be defined by a strong work ethic, a desire to
compete with and without the puck and energy on the
ice and in the dressing room. He said players are willing
to “get in the trenches” and play a third- or fourth-line
role if asked to.
With so many new faces on the team this season, there

will be challenges, especially for those players who have
not competed at this level before, something that is not
lost on the coach. Players will have to buy into Rivett’s
system and messages quickly.
“In a lot of ways it will be easier said than done. We
can’t have one good game, then one bad game. They
need to realize they have to play at the highest level
each at every time we’re on the ice,” he said.
One of the additional challenges facing rookies is the
transition between living at home and living on their
own, and having to fend for themselves, often for the
first time. This is where the coaching staff, as well as
senior players on the team, will act as mentors.
“For some of the younger players this is going to be a
big adjustment. A lot of first-year players might be away
from home for the first time, and they have to cook and
clean for themselves and have to learn how to be responsible for themselves as adults,” he said.
The Cougars open their home schedule Oct. 16 against
NAIT, 7:45 p.m. at the Flames Community Arenas.

MEN’S HOCKEY
After falling short of their playoff goals last season,
the Cougars are ready to put past mistakes behind them,
according to head coach Jean Laforest.
“We didn’t meet our own expectations in the playoffs.
We didn’t peak when we needed to, and that was our
own doing,” he said. “We set pressure a little high at the
end of the season and played tight as a result.”
Laforest said the team has addressed some “shortcomings” from last year, adding more size and depth on
defence through recruiting. He also said the team will
have more of a blue-collar mentality this season.

The Cougars could have 11 returning players from
the team that captured ACAC bronze last season, one
in goal, four defence and six forwards. There are five
players with Western Hockey League experience, and
the bulk of the recruiting was done through the B.C.
Hockey League.
Laforest’s expectations for the team are simple; he expects the players to practice hard, play hard and study
hard. His goals are a different animal altogether.
“Goals are always a precarious exercise because there
are always things you can’t control,” he said. “I know
the standard answer is we want to win, and we do.”
Laforest will measure team goals and performance
using four-game cycles. He will also be looking at what
makes past championship teams, such at SAIT in 200910, successful.
“We’re going to look at the benchmark teams have set.
We finished off last regular season with games against
lower teams, then had a bye weekend. We didn’t have
momentum, we didn’t peak and we really didn’t have
anything to push us. That’s a function of the mental
side of the game,” he said.
That shouldn’t be a problem this year, as the Cougars
close out the regular season against cross-town rivals
SAIT.
“We want to be pushed. I really hope it means something as far as standings or home ice advantage.”
The Cougars open their home season Oct. 15, 7:30
p.m. against NAIT at Flames Community Arenas. Until
then, Laforest knows there are still battles for roster
spots to be contested.
“There are a couple of players who have not solidified
their spots yet. The players who are on the bubble know

Continues on next page
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In their first exhibition game of the season on Sept. 17, the Cougars men’s hockey team beat the SAIT Trojans, 5-2. Special teams were at the forefront of
the game with only a few of the 60 minutes played at even strength.
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they are. This is about who is able to perform, compete
and can best put our game plan into action.”

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Here’s a pseudo-math question: What do you get
when you add size, strength and a little more experience? The answer is a “genuinely very excited” head
coach.
“Physically we’re bigger and stronger than last year,
plus we have a really strong competitive nature. I think
we keep getting better and better,” said head coach Joe
Enevoldson.
Having that extra size and strength will be a benefit
when it comes to implementing a game plan that focuses on defence and rebounding. Enevoldson said the
team will rely mainly on ball control and their possession game, rather than running-and-gunning.
With only four players returning from last season,
new blood needed to be found and has been in seven
freshmen and five players that have transferred from
the CIS and CCAA. With that, Enevoldson said it’s important that the coaching staff and players are on the
same page right from the get-go.
Enevoldson refers not to goals, but to “team commitments,” ones that can be evaluated daily.
“Only one team can win a national championship, so
we want to stress to our players that commitment leads
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to a greater cause. I am very confident in the direction
we’re going,” he said. “If we take care of and commit
to defence and rebounding, the rest will take care of
itself.”
Mount Royal opens its home season Oct. 22, 6 p.m.
against Medicine Hat. Although SAIT was the runaway
team last year, Enevoldson expects the entire ACAC to
be deep in talent and competition. Having said that, he
likes the Cougars’ chances.
“This is potentially the best team I’ve seen since I’ve
been here. We’ve had a bit of a philosophical change,
but it’s allowed us to bring in some depth and get that
much better,” he said.

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Two seasons ago, the Cougars men’s basketball team
was on top of the world, capturing both the ACAC and
CCAA championship.
Last year was a different story. Although the team
reached the final four in the ACAC playoff picture,
there were no medals to be had.
“It really was just that close. A lot of things had to
go right for us and just didn’t,” said head coach Marc
Dobell. “We lost some role players from 2008-09, and I
think we lost a little of our passion to compete.”
This year is shaping up to be different. Dobell said
players worked out a lot harder in the off-season, the

team has a lot of depth and loves to compete. He said
players need to realize that what they do today determines the outcome of tomorrow.
That attitude and commitment could prove to be big
this season, as Dobell feels the ACAC will be tough this
year, with four teams having a realistic shot of winning
the conference. He likes the potential in his squad, saying that this team may have the most depth and talent
it has possessed in the past three of four seasons.
“I think we’re going to have decent size. We are going to be a team that shoots well and is proactive on
offence in terms of ball control and controlling the opposition dribble,” he said.
As the team prepares for its home opener Oct. 22, 8
p.m. against Medicine Hat, Dobell said he will be looking at a number of areas both in practice and the preseason, including team chemistry, which develops in
practice and is challenged in games.
“It’s how you play and react to the unfamiliar. You
can be a really good practice player and not react well
in game situations and vice versa. But I think we have
a really good group here,” he said.
“The challenge is to make sure we continue to grow
as a team and to stay motivated. It can be tough to stay
hungry if you are only playing four minutes a night and
not 40, but we want these guys to realize the value in
those minutes.
“That four minutes could be the difference between
winning and losing.”

Former Vipers pitcher calls it quits
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

The man they call Sarge has called it a
career.
After an injury-riddled season split
between the Calgary Vipers and Victoria
Seals, pitcher Joe Sergent announced
his retirement after 11 seasons in
professional baseball. Sergent tore
the labrum — the cartilage around
the shoulder joint — in his throwing
arm prior to the season and at age 32,
decided it was time to hang up the
cleats.
“I actually threw pretty good at the
start of the season, then I hit a three-

game stretch where I gave up something
like 22 runs in six innings,” he said.
“That’s when it really started to hurt. At
the end, I could barley hold my arm up.”
In 19 appearances this past season,
Sergent went 3-3 with an earned run
average of 7.71, a far contrast from his
7-3 season of 2009. Overall with the
Vipers, Sergent was 14-8 and helped the
locals capture the 2009 Golden Baseball
League Championship.
Sergent was drafted by the Florida
Marlins in the 21st round of the 1999
Major League Baseball draft, still one of
the highlights of his career.
“I really do remember my first day
with the Marlins. I remember feeling

really nervous, but it was so cool that I
could call myself a professional baseball
player,” he said.
He easily remembers his final
appearance as well, which came in
Victoria. After throwing four “amazing”
innings, Sergent gave up three runs in
his final frame. Then it was over.
“It was like the past 11 years were
all wrapped up into one night. It was
like ‘I’m done,’ but I didn’t want it to be
done.”
Sergent’s teammates in Victoria were
aware of his decision prior to the game,
as was the home-plate umpire, a close
friend of the affable pitcher. “He actually
thanked me for throwing,” Sergent

said. “I was really glad he could call the
game.”
Even though his playing time is over,
Sergent plans to stay in Calgary. He
will continue to coach at the Absolute
Baseball Academy next to Foothills
Stadium and will be interviewing for a
teaching job as well.
As for the future, Sergent has not
ruled out a return to professional
baseball, albeit not in a playing role.
“I would love to coach or manage
someday.
“I always said I would love to finish
my career here in Calgary, so if I ever got
the chance to coach with the Vipers, that
would be amazing.”

COUGARS’ OCTOBER
HOME SCHEDULE
GOLF
September 30 & October 1
ACAC Championships,
Wintergreen Golf Club

SOCCER
Women
October 3 vs. Lethbridge 12 p.m.
October 6 vs. SAIT 5 p.m.
Men
October 3 vs. Lethbridge 2 p.m.
October 6 vs. SAIT 7 p.m.

HOCKEY
Women
October 16 vs. NAIT 7:45 p.m.
October 23 vs. MacEwan 8:45 p.m.
Men
October 15 vs. NAIT 7:30 p.m.
October 22 vs. Concordia 7:30 p.m.
October 30 vs. MacEwan 7:30 p.m.

BASKETBALL
Women
October 22 vs. Medicine Hat 6 p.m.
October 29 vs. Lethbridge 6 p.m.
Men
October 22 vs. Medicine Hat 8 p.m.
October 29 vs. Lethbridge 8 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Women
October 30 vs. Medicine Hat 6 p.m.
Men
October 30 vs. Medicine Hat 8 p.m.
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Drugs infiltrate college sports
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

The issue of drugs in sport
in not new. When sprinter
Ben Johnson tested positive
following the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul, South Korea,
it sent a shockwave throughout
the Canadian sports landscape.
Since then, there have been
allegations too numerous to
count, with high-profile athletes
such as Lance Armstrong, Barry
Bonds and Roger Clemens
each being accused of using
performance
enhancing
substances.
The
problem,
however, does not appear to be
exclusive to professional sports.
On Sept. 16, the Canadian
Centre for Ethics in Sport
(CCES)
announced
that
Brandon
Cato,
a
male
basketball
player
from
Fanshawe College in Ontario,
received
a
one-month
suspension resulting from the
use of cannabis. This comes

on the heels of the three-year
ban of a University of Waterloo
football player who tested
positive for human growth
hormone and elevated levels
of testosterone. These results
are not exclusive, as CCES
statistics show a number of
Canadian Colleges Athletic
Association (CCAA) athletes
being sanctioned in the past
three years. Mount Royal is a
member of the CCAA.
Between April 2009 and
March
2010,
the
CCES
conducted 3,801 drug tests
on student athletes, nationallevel competitors and those in
various sports organizations.
There were 24 sanctions levied,
ranging
from
reprimands
to a three-year ban from
competition. These results
come despite an extensive
and proactive approach by the
CCES and its member agencies,
such as the CCAA and Alberta
Colleges Athletic Conference.
“Every
student
athlete

Photo by Blaine Meller

that
competes
in
CCAA
championship sports is required
to complete an online drug
seminar,” said Karla Karch,
Mount
Royal
University’s
manager of athletics. “They
cannot compete unless they do
it. It’s a CCAA requirement.”
Student-athletes
are
subjected to two types of test:
announced and unannounced.
Announced tests can take
place at training camps and
both provincial and national
competitions,
while
unannounced tests
can
be
administered at any time on
a short- or no-notice basis.
Athletes can be tested either by
random selection or as a result
of someone requesting they be
tested specifically.
“People will be tested at
the national championships,
without
question.
Some
members of the gold and silver
medal winning teams will be
tested right after the game,”

Karch said, adding that in some
cases, members of the bronze
medal team would be tested as
well.
Testing is done under
extremely tight scrutiny, with
selected athletes providing
samples as soon as possible
following
competition
(at
provincial
and
national
championships). The athletes
selected for testing will be
watched and followed by an
appointed spotter, who has
full access to team meetings
and locker rooms. Once the
spotter is introduced to the
athlete, a series of paperwork
and procedures are followed
and the sample is taken under
the spotter’s supervision. The
athlete is allowed to have a
representative
accompany
them.
An initial sample is collected
and tested, and if positive,
the athlete is notified and the
sample will be re-tested. If

the test is positive, the athlete
is subject to discipline by the
CCES.
However, studentathletes could be subject to
discipline from their respective
colleges and universities as
well.
Karch said that if a Cougar
athlete tested positive, she
would submit a report to the
Office of Student Conduct to
appear on their permanent
record. Depending on the
severity of the incident, the
student-athlete could be subject
to further sanctions following
a hearing, or she could
recommend a specific course of
action.
Once the athlete has been
formally suspended and is
no longer part of a team,
they cannot be forced into
treatment, although Karch
said the athlete would be
encouraged to get help in
terms of counseling, therapy or
whatever may be needed.
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A provocative series with ideas so big, it will blow your mind.

LegAcy of IdeAs
celebrate Mount Royal University’s centennial with
Legacy of Ideas. World renowned graffiti artists Pat Lazo,
TheKidBelo and Cey Adams come together to create a
street art piece with the theme Unconventional Ideas.
This week long event caps off with girlTalk, cadence
Weapon and shamik on oct. 2.
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Sept. 27 – Oct. 2
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for detailed centennial event listings
and ticket information, visit
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general DentiStry praCtiCe
Mount royal students
enrolled in the Mru
health and dental plan
are covered at
Brentwood village
dental clinic
100% exams, cleanings
and fillings
70 % root canals
We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

No Need to
pay up froNt
for covered
services
We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most
insurance companies even if
you’re not covered by Mru’s
student insurance plan

Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to
the Brentwood and University
C-Train Stations

Monday - friday 8 am - 8 pm saturday 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
100 years. A legacy of learning. A world of possibilities.

3630 Brentwood road NW 403-210-5050

